Quadrature by Expansion (QBX) is a quadrature method for approximating the value of the singular integrals encountered in the evaluation of layer potentials. It exploits the smoothness of the layer potential by forming locally-valid expansion which are then evaluated to compute the near or on-surface value of the integral. Recent work towards coupling of a Fast Multipole Method (FMM) to QBX yielded a first step towards the rapid evaluation of such integrals (and the solution of related integral equations), albeit with only empirically understood error behavior. In this paper, we improve upon this approach with a modified algorithm for which we give a comprehensive analysis of error and cost in the case of the Laplace equation in two dimensions. For the same levels of (user-specified) accuracy, the new algorithm empirically has cost-per-accuracy comparable to prior approaches. We provide experimental results to demonstrate scalability and numerical accuracy.
Introduction
Integral equation methods for the solution of boundary value problems of partial differential equations offer a number of numerically attractive properties, including boundary-only discretizations for homogeneous problems, seamless treatment of exterior problems, and mesh-independent conditioning. However, their effective numerical realization presents a number of technical challenges. A key prerequisite for the use of these methods is the scalable and accurate evaluation of layer potentials on, near, and away from the source layer. This in turn involves singular and near-singular quadrature and so-called fast algorithms (like the Fast Multipole Method) to facilitate the evaluation of O(N 2 ) interactions in linear or near-linear time. To maintain accuracy and efficiency, both aspects need to be well-integrated, and, as a unit, have well-understood error behavior.
The single layer and double layer potential integral operators S, D for the Laplace equation with boundary density function µ(y) : Γ → R are defined as Sµ(x) = − 1 2π Γ µ(y) log |y − x| ds(y),
Dµ(x) = − 1 2π Γ µ(y)n · ∇ y log |y − x| ds(y).
The capability of evaluating such layer potentials can be used for the solution of homogeneous PDE boundary value problems. We demonstrate this by the following example. Consider, for specificity, the exterior Neumann problem in two dimensions for the Laplace equation:
u(x) = 0 (x ∈ R 2 \ Ω), (n(x) · ∇u(y)) → g (x ∈ ∂Ω, y → x + ),
u(x) → 0 (x → ∞),
where Ω is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary,n(x) is the unit normal to ∂Ω at x, and lim y→x+ denotes a limit approaching the boundary from the exterior of Ω. Then, by choosing Γ = ∂Ω and representing throughout this text. QBKIX [47] (Quadrature by Kernel-Independent Expansion) emerged as a related, global QBX-based numerical method that is built upon the machinery of kernel-independent Fast Multipole Methods [57] . QBX may also be operated as a local correction applied in the near-field of an FMM, as described above. These schemes, broadly classified as local QBX [44, 45] , are algorithmically much simpler than global QBX since a fast algorithm for point potential evaluation may be used largely unmodified. However, to allow the transition between QBX-regularized near-field and point-potential far-field to occur without loss of accuracy, schemes based on local QBX generically require very high QBX expansion orders, which in turn requires a large amount of oversampling. Recent work [52] has been seeking to mitigate the computational cost of this effect.
This contribution is concerned with presenting a version of a global QBX-based FMM coupling that provides rigorous error bounds, thus providing one approach for a compatible coupling of a singular quadrature rule with acceleration. To accomplish this, we make substantial modifications to the Fast Multipole Algorithm itself. We list these comprehensively in Section 4. Some versions of some of these modifications have been discussed in the literature, though in contexts unrelated to layer potential evaluation. For example, we restrict the set of allowable multipole-to-local translations to be between boxes separated by a distance of at least twice their own size. Greengard already discusses the possibility of such a modification, in the context of a three-dimensional generalization of the FMM, in his thesis work [21] . We also introduce the notion of sizing for targets, to accommodate the unique requirements of global QBX centers. A related need emerged in the chemical physics community, where Coulomb interactions between (extent-bearing) 'clouds' of charge need to be evaluated [54] , though the algorithm ultimately constructed is substantially different from ours.
We refer to our algorithm as GIGAQBX (for 'GeometrIc Global Accelerated QBX'), to contrast with prior versions of the scheme. In this paper, we take the point of view that the cumulative error in an accelerated QBX scheme effectively splits into three additive components:
|accelerated QBX error| ≤ |truncation error| + |quadrature error| + |FMM error|.
Here, truncation error refers to the analytical truncation error, and quadrature error is error in evaluating the QBX-regularized integral using quadrature. The FMM error refers to the FMM's achieved accuracy in approximating the output of unaccelerated QBX (see Section 2 for details). We choose to split error contributions in this way, rather than relying on direct approximation of the layer potential by the FMM. This interpretation allows us to rely on the existing body of work establishing bounds on the truncation and quadrature components of the error (e.g. [17, 32, 33, 46] ). A complicating factor for the FMM error analysis is that traditional FMM error estimates apply only to the approximation of potentials at point-shape targets, whereas our version of these estimates must account for the approximation of a QBX local expansion and its accuracy when evaluated as an approximation the potential. The FMM error in this setting is not well-studied.
Overview and Motivation
In this section, after reviewing the basic operating principle and convergence theory of QBX in Section 2.1, we summarize recent progress made towards making global, unaccelerated QBX geometrically robust [46] which we continue to leverage (see Section 2.2.1). We summarize the approach taken toward acceleration in the same article for comparison and to contrast with our version in Section 2.2. We assume that the reader has some familiarity with Fast Multipole methods but not necessarily the details of [46] . The major difference between our new algorithm and the algorithm of [46] occurs in the handling of QBX centers within the FMM. The motivation for how we handle QBX centers is detailed in Section 2.4.
FMMs conventionally evaluate potentials from point sources. In the remainder of this paper, we will often refer to that family of algorithms as point FMMs, especially to distinguish from our intended task, which is the evaluation of potentials originating from a layer Γ, i.e. layer potentials.
Quadrature by Expansion
We consider the problem of evaluating the Laplace single layer potential over a smooth simple closed curve Γ in a region that is close to the boundary itself (which may include points on the boundary). This is done solely to simplify and focus the discussion; as with many other parts of the QBX literature, our approach generalizes straightforwardly to many more layer potentials and kernels. We discretize the integrals of (1) and (2) by subdividing Γ into disjoint pieces Γ k , each parametrized by γ k : [−1, 1] → Γ k , and by using Gaussian quadrature of a fixed node count p quad on each piece. Because of the nearly or weakly singular behavior of the integrand, Gaussian quadrature will not yield accurate results when the target point x is near the boundary Γ. The precise width of this neighborhood depends on both the quadrature node count p quad and the panel length h but it is usually on the order of a panel length. For a thorough experimental account of this phenomenon, see the first section of [34] . By contrast, when x is far enough away from the boundary, the integrand is smooth and the integral may be easily evaluated to high accuracy with a smooth quadrature rule.
Roughly speaking, QBX extends the 'high accuracy' quadrature region by making use of the fact that the potential is analytic in the set R 2 \ Γ. QBX proceeds in two stages: First stage. First, Taylor expansion centers are placed away from the boundary Γ in the high accuracy region. Let c be the expansion center associated with a target/evaluation point x. For simplicity, in the remainder of the paper we will identify R 2 with C and make use of the complex logarithm, which satisfies Re log(z) = log |z| for all z ∈ C \ {0}. We truncate the Taylor expansion and write the p QBX -th order expansion as follows, interchanging the order of summation and integration: 
where Q N denotes the approximate computation of an integral of a smooth function through the application of a quadrature rule:
For purposes of solving integral equations, one is mostly interested in the case where x ∈ Γ. QBX handles this case with high order accuracy, provided that µ and Γ are smooth [17] . More precisely, we state the error estimates in the case where the quadrature is composite Gaussian quadrature over panels of equal length h. Let r be the expansion radius for the Taylor expansion. Let B(c, r) denote the closed disk of radius r centered at c. Assume that x ∈ (B(c, r) ∩ Γ) and that Γ \ {x} does not intersect B(c, r). Let p quad denote the node count of the Gaussian quadrature. Then it can be shown that the error components scale as
|quadrature error| ≤ 1 2π
If we choose r = αh with a proportionality factor α so that h/(4r) < 1, we obtain a scheme that is accurate of order p QBX + 1 in the mesh spacing h up to controlled precision 1/(4α) 2p quad . See [17] for more details about the error estimates for QBX. This choice reveals p quad as a free parameter that governs the controlled precision term 1/(4α) 2p quad , where it is mostly the requirement of resolving the high derivatives of the kernel occurring in (6) that govern the magnitude of p quad .
Ensuring Accuracy
The assumptions required by QBX convergence theory will not necessarily by met by input geometries supplied by a user. In addition, quadrature resolution and placement of centers need to be carefully controlled so as to retain bounds on quadrature and truncation error.
An efficient algorithm that accomplishes this is the main contribution of [46] . We briefly and informally review this procedure.
Preprocessing the Geometry
To ensure the accuracy of QBX (independently of any fast algorithm), we check for the following situations which may result in inaccuracy:
• When a QBX disk intersects the source curve at more points than the target point. This comes from the analytical requirement that the QBX expansion disk must not be obstructed by any piece of the source curve.
• When resolution and separation of source geometry from a QBX expansion center do not guarantee accurate coefficient computation. This issue occurs in the presence of varying panel sizes. Depending on the quadrature rule and the panel size, the quadrature contribution from the singular integrand may not be resolved adequately if the source geometry is too close to the QBX center. This happens when a large panel is close to a small panel: quadrature from the large panel may not adequately resolve the integrand when evaluated at a QBX center near the small panel.
Because of the assumption of smooth, non-self-intersecting source geometry Γ, both of these sources of error can be controlled by iterative refinement, such as by repeated bisection of panels. In the first case, bisecting the source panel of the 'disturbed' center, by the proportionality h = αr, draws the expansion center closer to the panel and hence, if applied often enough, the resulting expansion disk will eventually avoid the conflicting geometry. In the second case, the offending source panels can be iteratively refined to grow the region in which accurate coefficient quadrature is achieved to include the target center. Both of these checks can be efficiently implemented using a mechanism termed area queries in [46] .
Once the geometry has been processed to ensure that there are no obstructions to accurate quadrature and control over truncation error, it remains to choose a quadrature node count. The resulting p quad typically exceeds what might be required to resolve the density and the geometry by some factor. Especially when solving integral equations, it is thus natural to maintain density and geometry at a suitable resolution and 'upsample' them to p quad nodes for QBX computation. p quad can be empirically estimated, as in Table 1 of [46] , or adaptively determined based on analytic knowledge [33] .
Placing Centers and Identifying QBX Targets
Evaluation of the potential at a target point requires special treatment (e.g. by QBX) when it is so close to a source panel that the underlying (here, Gaussian) quadrature cannot resolve the integrand for the target. Any such targets need to be identified and associated with a QBX center whose expansion disk contains it. Like the geometry processing tasks of Section 2.2.1, both identifying a target that is too close to the source and finding a QBX center for the target can be accomplished efficiently using area queries as described in [46] .
On the question of center placement, the most straightforward approach (and the one used here) is to place QBX centers at t ± h k 2n (t), where t ∈ Γ is a target point, h k is the length of the panel Γ k
containing t, andn t is the unit normal at t. This ensures that the QBX disks cover most of the area near the (smooth) source curve. There may be gaps in coverage where a target point needing close evaluation does not fall inside a QBX disk; this occurs during volume evaluation of the layer potential for target points very close to the surface. We currently treat such gaps by refining the source geometry until all required target points are covered, at considerable computational expense. Empirically, we have observed that simply associating targets with QBX centers even if they fall outside their closest QBX center's expansion disk by a given factor, possibly by up to 20%, leads to little or no observable loss in accuracy, though such use is not covered by theoretical guarantees. Improvements on either strategy are the subject of future investigation.
Interaction [List]
Point FMM [11] Conv. QBX FMM [46] Near neighbor boxes [ [46] . 'Mpole' and 'local' refer to multipole and local expansions respectively, and 'eval.' and 'transl.' refers to expansion evaluation and translation respectively.
Evaluating the Potential with an FMM
If QBX is implemented following (6) directly, then a quadratically-scaling computational cost O(N M ) is incurred by evaluating the contribution of the N source points at each of the M targets. Making use of the point-discrete form of the quadrature-discretized sources and interpreting the summation in (6) as the evaluation of a local expansion of a potential due to N source charges provides an avenue by which QBX can be accelerated to an O(N + M ) scheme by ways of a variant of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM).
To achieve this, our work follows the strategy used in [46] which treats a QBX center as a special kind of FMM target at which the FMM forms a local expansion instead of evaluating the potential. These expansion center targets participate in the FMM algorithm in much the same way point-shape targets do; in particular, they are each 'owned' by a box in the FMM tree. In principle, the only additional capability required of a Taylor global QBX FMM is the accurate evaluation of local expansion coefficients, i.e. higher-order partial derivatives of the potential. The ability to compute one or two derivatives of the potential is a common feature in production FMM codes. Such numerical differentiation is commonly associated with some loss of accuracy. Since the coefficient order (and hence the number of derivatives) in QBX can be substantial, there is the possibility of substantial loss of accuracy. This notion is empirically confirmed in [46] , and an empirically-determined increase in the FMM order is suggested as a remedy. They key contribution of this article is to (a) introduce a modified algorithm that does not require an artificial order increase and (b) provide convergence theory that gives concrete error bounds for layer potential approximated in this manner.
Recall that, in an adaptive point-evaluation FMM [11] , the potential at a target point is computed from three parts (each of which is often the sum of further contributions), summarized in the first two columns of Table 1 . The conventional QBX FMM [46] replaces each of these with a translation to a local expansion as appropriate, summarized in the last column of Table 1 . By accuracy, here and in Section 3, we mean the fast algorithm's accuracy in approximating the terms of (6) . This notion is distinct from (though closely related to) the accuracy of the underlying point FMM. The main difference is that the point FMM approximates a potential but the QBX FMM approximates the local expansion of a potential.
Accuracy of Using Translated Local Expansions for QBX
A key detail not explicitly considered in the modifications of Table 1 is that QBX expansion disks, unlike target points, have an extent. Since no geometric constraints are imposed, some expansion disks will almost inevitably cross box boundaries. Using the above notion of accuracy, it is easy to imagine that this might have an adverse influence on the accuracy of the computed QBX expansion, owing to either reduced separation from source boxes or larger separation of evaluation points from expansion centers than allowed by FMM separation criteria.
To frame the discussion and give the reader an intuitive sense of this issue, this section presents numerical examples of interactions that may plausibly occur in the conventional QBX FMM which lead to large losses in accuracy. We also give an intuitive idea of how our method avoids these errors. We defer a precise statement of the algorithm and a proof of its accuracy to Sections 3 and 4. We consider a number of different types of interactions occurring in an FMM, and we demonstrate the possibility of inaccuracy in each. We consider the potential originating from a single source of unit strength and a single expansion center separated by a reference distance. All expansions have order 8 unless stated otherwise. Figure 1 portrays an interaction from a point source (blue, right) to a QBX expansion center (orange, middle). A black circle indicates the size of the QBX expansion disk about the center. In a typical usage scenario of QBX, the source may contribute to an expansion of the layer potential about the center, which is then evaluated back at the source, for, say, the computation of the one-sided limit of the layer potential at the source. We now consider an evaluation scenario in which FMM acceleration mediates this interaction through a multipole (shown as 'm 8 ') and a local expansion (shown as ' 8 '). While we have chosen this placement to be 'adversarial' (i.e. to lead to a large loss in accuracy), the scenario is permissible under the rules of the conventional QBX FMM, since all required conditions are met: The source point lies inside the box for which the multipole expansion is formed, the source and target box are 'well-separated', and the target QBX expansion center lies inside of the target box.
A sufficient criterion to assure that the accelerated and unaccelerated version of the scheme yield the same potential is that the QBX local expansions computed directly and by ways of intermediate expansions evaluate to the same potential, up to FMM accuracy. The false-color plot of Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the difference between those two expansions in the scenario. In the point FMM, a coarse estimate of multipole-to-local ('M2L' for short) accuracy for eighth-order expansions evaluated within the target box gives dist(box center, furthest target) dist(box center, closest source)
We have not yet demonstrated the applicability of such an estimate to the QBX case (cf. Lemma 5) , but the data show that, for evaluation when the source point is also the target, the expansion computed through intervening multipole and local expansions misses this accuracy goal by a noticeable margin. Analogously inaccurate approximation of QBX interactions for evaluation back at the source may occur not just in multipole-to-local, but also in other types of interactions in the FMM. In Figure 2 , the falsecolor plot again shows the magnitude of the difference between the potential obtained from evaluating the QBX expansion computed directly from the source and the QBX expansion obtained indirectly by ways of intermediate expansions, this time from a multipole expansion associated with a small box containing the source point directly to QBX expansion center 'target' within a larger target box. Such an interaction may occur through List 3 in the conventional QBX FMM. Figure 5 similarly shows a source-to-local interaction of the type one might encounter in a List 4 of the conventional QBX FMM.
The experiments described so far still paint an incomplete picture of the translation process involved in accelerating QBX. For a more complete understanding, consider that the FMM order affects the accuracy of the potential by ways of the multipole-to-local error, in a form like (9) , whereas the QBX order controls h-convergence as in (7) up to controlled precision, as in (8) . As a result, the QBX order is typically lower than the FMM order, a fact that is not reflected in our experiments thus far. Figure 3 shows the result of a first experiment that takes this into consideration. Denote the lower-order QBX expansion obtained directly from the source, here of order q, by q,direct . Further, denote the local expansion of order q centered at the same location, obtained through a multipole-to-local chain of order p as pictured by q,M2L(p) . Then the top and outer parts of Figure 3 show | 3,direct − 8,M 2L(8) |, while the bottom part shows | 3,direct − 3,M 2L(8) |. A first observation from this experiment is that 3,M 2L (8) better approximates 3,direct than 8,M 2L (8) . While atypical from the point of view of conventional M2L error estimation theory (where high order entails higher accuracy), this is also not entirely surprising, as the translation chain is bound to approximate lower-order coefficients more accurately than higher-order ones. In other words, simply truncating 8,M 2L (8) leads to higher accuracy. While this argument is intuitively immediately appealing, we are not aware of any estimates that would aid in quantifying the effect. Next, we observed in our earlier experiments that M2L-mediated expansions did not achieve 'conventional' M2L accuracy for QBX evaluation at the source point. Based on the results of our latest experiment, we still cannot confidently assert that these tolerances are being met here. We can however predict that, as long as the order of the final M2L-mediated ('QBX') local expansion is being kept constant, increasing the intervening M2L orders should improve the approximation of the individual coefficients of 3,direct . This prediction is borne out by the experiment of Figure 4 which analogously to This is the basic mechanism by which the conventional QBX FMM of [46] achieves accuracy. Looking ahead to the results obtained, Table 4 summarizes the accuracy achieved in a verification of Green's formula S(∂ n u) − D(u) = u/2 for a harmonic u across a range of FMM orders p FMM and p QBX for a reasonably simple test geometry by that scheme. We find these results unsatisfactory for two reasons: First, the evidence supporting the attained accuracy, while surprisingly robust across geometries in practice, is empirical. Second, considering the results shown in Table 4 for high QBX orders p QBX (and thus high relative accuracies), the required FMM order quickly becomes very large if high accuracy is desired. In the remainder of this contribution, we pursue a different strategy that addresses both of these issues.
Improved Accuracy Through a Geometric Criterion
Perhaps the foremost problem with the above translation schemes in the context of the conventional error estimates for multipole and local expansions is that they permit-for QBX purposes-inaccurate near-field contributions mediated through multipole and local expansions to enter the QBX local expansion. As shown, increasing the order of those expansions can (empirically) mitigate this circumstance. We prefer to rework the fast algorithm so as to prevent those contributions in the first place. Roughly speaking, this requires separating contributions in the 'far field' of the QBX local expansion disk (not just the box) from the inaccurate 'near-field' ones. As we will show, the far-field ones may be computed with intervening translations without endangering accuracy. We have shown above that intervening translations can considerably damage accuracy for the near-field evaluation. It is useful to realize that the Fast Multipole algorithm already contains a mechanism for handling this type of issue; its chief purpose, after all, is to separate a far-field that is easily approximated from a near-field that does not tolerate approximation. It is thus natural to seek to broaden the FMM's notion of a near-field so as to respect the needs of QBX. Wishing to avoid the scenarios that led to loss of accuracy above, we begin with the coarse notion that we wish to avoid expansion-'accelerated' contributions to QBX local expansions which would not meet the same accuracy target as the FMM itself.
A first algorithmic variant that provides sufficiently strong accuracy guarantees is nearly immediate: One may require that the entirety of a QBX expansion disk be contained inside some FMM (potentially non-leaf-level) target box. From there, it is at least intuitively plausible that the conventional FMM interaction patterns and their associated error estimates might generalize to guarantee accurate multipole-/local-mediated far-field contributions to QBX local expansions inside each box. This relatively simple generalization of the FMM already represents a somewhat large algorithmic change: While in the original FMM, target particles can only occur in leaf boxes, confining a center to its box entails that non-leaf boxes may also contain QBX expansion disk targets. We call this restriction a target confinement rule, named this way because the target QBX disks are confined to the inside of a box. This modification achieves the desired accuracy (rigorously, as we will show in Section 3). Unfortunately, it is unsuitable in practice because it no longer has linear complexity-neither in theory nor in practice. In fact, the restriction may lead QBX expansion disk targets that overlap the boundaries of boxes near the root of the tree to exist at near-root levels. Such QBX expansion disks, of which there could be a large number, interact with nearly the entire geometry without the benefit of multipole acceleration.
A second algorithmic variant that remedies this is again virtually immediate: Let QBX expansion disks with a center inside a target box not be confined to the strict extent of their containing box, but instead allow them to extend beyond it by a constant factor of the box size, called the target confinement factor ('TCF '). Intuitively, this ensures that each expansion disk may propagate down the tree (away from the root) until it reaches a box whose size is commensurate with the disk's own diameter. It is perhaps plausible that such a scheme might no longer be subject to superlinear complexity. However, the price for the lower cost is that obtaining guaranteed accuracy requires a more complicated algorithm than in the previous case, which we may describe as having a target confinement factor of zero. Figure 6 provides a graphical representation. The larger target confinement region is shown with a dashed line. It extends beyond the boundaries of the FMM box, which are drawn using a solid line. The figure also shows a computational experiment analogous to the one of Figure 1 demonstrating that, at least in this situation, mediated expansions accurately approximate the directly-obtained QBX expansion if they are contained in the target confinement region.
As we will see, modifying the FMM algorithm to retain its benign characteristics in terms of accuracy and cost under this modification presents a considerable set of challenges. At the heart of this modification process is the choice of the target confinement factor, which represents the main control point for the cost-accuracy trade-off inherent in our algorithm. To illustrate: a larger TCF may result in worse convergence factors for nearly all FMM interactions, while yielding smaller cost by allowing QBX expansion disks to settle closer to the leaves of the tree. To obtain good convergence factors in two and three dimensions, we have chosen to modify the basic notion of 'well-separated-ness' inherent in the FMM, from, roughly speaking, '1-away' to '2-away', similar to the three-dimensional FMM of [21] . Similarly, we had to considerably rework the criteria for interaction lists of well-separated smaller and bigger boxes ('List 3' and 'List 4').
The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to make rigorous the heuristic arguments of the previous paragraphs. In Section 3, we present a novel, more versatile version of the expansion translation error estimates of [22] that allow us to estimate the accuracy achieved by a chain of translation operators in the presence of varying expansion orders. In Section 4, we precisely state our algorithm and provide a complexity analysis that provides a set of benign conditions under which linear complexity is retained. We further point out how the analysis of Section 3 can be used to understand the accuracy of the full algorithm. We close with a comprehensive set of accuracy and complexity experiments in Section 5.
Analysis on Translation Operators with Varying Orders
To arrive at a better, more quantitative understanding of the accuracy of the translation chains examined in the previous section, we prove new results that explore the accuracy behavior of FMM translation operators when the expansion order varies throughout the chain. We are particularly interested in the effect of truncation of an 'upstream' expansion on the accuracy of 'downstream' expansion coefficients. The lemmas proven below, while useful in our analysis of the GIGAQBX FMM, are entirely independent of our particular usage scenario and may prove useful in other settings. For simplicity and conciseness, we prove these results in the setting of the Laplace equation in two dimensions.
Analytical Preliminaries
First, we recall standard facts regarding multipole and local expansions. For proofs of these facts, we refer the reader to [22] .
The multipole expansion centered at the origin due to a unit strength source s 1 at z 0 takes the form
with a 0 = 1 and
This series converges for |z| > |z 0 |, where R = |z 0 | is called the radius of the multipole expansion. The multipole expansion (10) can also be truncated to (p + 1) terms, which we term a p-th order expansion.
Two important operations on the (truncated or non-truncated) expansion (10) are (1) shifting the center of the expansion and (2) conversion to a local expansion. The center of the multipole expansion (10) may be shifted to a new center y, obtaining another multipole expansion, with coefficients (α k ) ∞ k=0 , given by
The resulting expansion converges for |z| > R + |y|. The multipole expansion (10) can also be converted to a local (Taylor) expansion, centered at y for |y| > R, with coefficients (β k ) ∞ k=0 given by
The series
k converges when |z − y| < R − |y|. The local expansion centered at the origin of the potential due to a unit strength source at z 0 is the Taylor expansion
This converges for |z| < |z 0 |. The coefficients (b k ) 
B ( 
Error Estimates for Chained Translations
Given our intended usage pattern in accelerated QBX, we are interested in the following types of translation chains:
The main distinction among these we encounter is whether whether the interaction is mediated through an intermediate multipole or local expansion, or both. The list above shows, abstractly, the order of each expansion through the values p and q. In our envisioned usage scenario, q represents the order of the final QBX local expansion and will generically be lower than p. The reader familiar with conventional adaptive FMMs (e.g. [11] ) may discover a direct correspondence of these types of translation chains and the various interaction lists used in those algorithms.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that an interaction goes through at most a single intermediate multipole expansion and intermediate local expansion, occupying a single level of the FMM's hierarchy. This is due to the fact that, absent additional truncation, the FMM 'forgets' intermediate translations in the following way: the value of a local expansion shifted downward through a sequence of local-to-local (14) translations only depends on the source and the initial local expansion center. Similarly, the value of a multipole expansion shifted upward through a sequence of multipole-to-multipole (11) We recall a technique from complex analysis for bounding the n-th derivative of a complex analytic function. The proof can be found in [14, IV.2.14 on page 73]. Proposition 1. Let U ⊆ C be open and let φ : U → C be a complex analytic function. Let z ∈ U, r > 0 and suppose that B(z, r) ⊆ U . Then for all n ≥ 0 Lemma 3 (Truncating a mediating multipole to p-th order on a q-th order local). Let λ, c, r > 0. Suppose that a single unit strength charge is placed in the closed disk B(z 0 , λr) with radius λr and center z 0 , such that |z 0 | ≥ (c + 1 + λ)r. The corresponding multipole expansion with coefficients (a k ) ∞ k=0 converges in the closed disk B(0, r) of radius r centered at the origin.
Suppose that y, z ∈ B(0, r). Then if |z| < r and |y − z| ≤ r − |z|, the potential due to the charge is described by a power series
Fix the intermediate multipole order p ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0, letβ n be the n-th coefficient of the local expansion centered at z obtained by translating the p-th order multipole expansion of φ:
Proof. We may write β n −β n as
is what remains after truncating the multipole expansion of φ to p-th order.
We bound the n-th derivative of R p at z. R p is complex analytic and its domain contains the closed disk {w : |w − z| ≤ r − |z|}, so by Proposition 1
Recall (e.g., from (10) ) that the multipole coefficients (a k )
Using Figure 7 and noting z = z 0 , when |y − z| ≤ r − |z| and k > 0, we have
Noting ω < 1, we find max y∈B(z,r−|z|)
Combining (15) and (16) yields
From the triangle inequality and (17), we obtain the claim:
See Figure 8 for context on the following lemma.
Lemma 4 (Truncating a mediating local to p-th order on a q-th order local). Let c, r > 0. Suppose that a single unit strength charge is placed at z 0 , with |z 0 | ≥ (c + 1)r. Consider the closed disk B(0, r) of radius r centered at the origin. Suppose that y, z ∈ B(0, r). If |z| < r and |y − z| ≤ r − |z|, the potential φ due to the charge is described by a power series
Fix the intermediate local order p ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0, letβ n be the n-th coefficient of a local expansion centered at z obtained by translating a p-th order local expansion of φ centered at the origin:
Fix the local expansion order q ≥ 0.
Proof. This lemma may be proved with an argument almost identical to the proof of Lemma 3, so we only sketch the proof. We have
where the complex analytic function
is the Taylor remainder of the Taylor series for φ (cf. (13)) centered at 0 and evaluated at z.
Noting α < 1, applying Proposition 1 to
. From this and the triangle inequality, the claim follows.
Once again, see Figure 7 for context on the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Truncating mediating multipole and local to p-th order on a q-th order local). Let c, λ, r, (a k ) ∞ k=0 , B(0, r), B(z 0 , λr), and φ be as in Lemma 3. Let y, z ∈ B(0, r). Then if |z| < r and |y − z| ≤ r − |z|, the potential due to the charge is described by a power series
Fix the intermediate multipole and local order p ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0, letζ n be the n-th coefficient of the local expansion at the origin of the potential arising from the p-th order multipole expansion at z 0 of φ:
Also, letβ n be the n-th coefficient of the local expansion at z of the potential arising from the p-th order local expansion with coefficients (ζ k )
Fix the final local expansion order q ≥ 0. Define α = 1/(1 + c) and
Proof. For n ≥ 0, define τ n as the n-th coefficient of the q-th order local expansion at z of the potential arising from the p-th order local expansion of the source potential φ at the origin:
From the triangle inequality,
Realizing that the expansion with coefficients (τ k ) q k=0 is the result of p-th order truncation of an intermediate local expansion, we can apply Lemma 4 to obtain
To estimate
Then we have from Proposition 1 that
Realizing that R p embodies the difference between a direct local expansion of the source and one mediated by the p-truncated multipole expansion with coefficients (ζ k ) p k=0 , both centered at the origin, we may apply Lemma 3 to find that for y ∈ B(z, r − |z|) ⊆ B(0, r)
Combining (19) and (20) we obtain
This implies
The claim follows from combining (18) and (21).
The GIGAQBX Algorithm
The algorithm in this section is a hierarchical fast algorithm modeled on the adaptive Fast Multipole Method [11] . Section 2.5 provided a glimpse of the differences between the conventional point FMM and our modified version. For the benefit of readers familiar with point FMMs, these modifications in brief amount to:
• Targets (in the form of QBX centers) may have an non-zero size or 'extent'. This extent is considered during tree construction. Interactions to the target from sources within its radius are evaluated without expansion-based acceleration.
• To retain efficiency in the presence of this constraint, each box has an associated 'target confinement region' ('TCR') which protrudes beyond the box by a fixed multiple of the box size. Targets (with their full extent) must fit within that region of a box to be eligible for inclusion in that box. If they do not fit, they will remain in a (larger) ancestor box.
• As a result of the prior point, targets may occur in non-leaf boxes. Interaction list generation must be modified to permit this.
• To avoid degradation of the expansion convergence factors in the presence of the target confinement region larger than the box, we modify the basic recursion structure to consider a neighborhood two boxes wide when measured from the target box instead of the classical point FMM's one-wide region.
• To further retain convergence in the presence of the TCR, we divide some of the conventional interaction lists (particularly, List 3 and 4) into 'close' and 'far' parts, based on whether expansion-accelerated evaluation provides sufficient accuracy. The 'close' sub-lists are then evaluated directly, without acceleration.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a precise statement of the modified algorithm as well as an analysis of its complexity. The input to the algorithm consists of: (a) a curve Γ discretized into panels equipped with a piecewise Gaussian quadrature rule; (b) a chosen accuracy ε > 0; (c) a density µ with values at the points of the discretized geometry; and (d) a set of (potentially on-surface) target points at which the potential is to be evaluated. The global accuracy parameter ε is used to determine the order and truncation parameters p QBX , p FMM , and p quad , which we describe in Section 4.1. The geometry and targets should be preprocessed according to Section 4.2.
Choice of Algorithm Parameters
The splitting (5) of the error into FMM error, truncation error, and quadrature error, allows us to control the error components separately, so that in total they do not exceed the allowed precision ε.
The error estimates in Section 3 can be used to guarantee that the FMM error component is of order ≈ 1 2 pFMM+1 (cf. Theorem 7). Thus we may set p FMM ≈ |log 2 ε|.
The QBX order p QBX controls the truncation error component and can be set independently of the FMM order. Unlike the algorithm of [46] , our algorithm does not require an artificial order increase to the FMM order to maintain accuracy depending on the value of p QBX . Using (7) as the truncation error estimate, we see that the truncation error should be approximately O(r pQBX+1 ). This means the choice of p QBX depends on the expansion radius, and hence the length of the associated panel.
Finally, the quadrature error depends chiefly on the node count p quad of the (upsampled) Gaussian quadrature. This error typically decays quickly in comparison to the other error components. For instance, assuming the QBX centers are placed a distance of h/2 from the panels, where h is the panel width, then the estimate (8) and the surrounding discussion imply the convergence factor for the quadrature error is approximately (1/2) 2p quad . For calculations on curves in the plane, the rapid increase in accuracy with p quad makes it expedient (if not necessarily efficient) to choose a generic, high value (e.g. p quad = 64), ensuring the smallness of the quadrature error term. The contributions [32, 33] provide precise means of estimating this error contribution.
Preparing Geometry and Targets
As with the algorithm in [46] , a number of preprocessing steps are required on the inputs, which we include in this section by reference. The motivation and postconditions of these steps are described in Section 2.2. Detailed algorithms can be found in [46] . Specifically, we require that Γ has been refined according to the algorithm in Section 5 of [46] . The refinement procedure described there controls for quadrature and truncation error. Additionally, preprocessing needs to ensure that geometry and density are upsampled to the chosen quadrature node count p quad . Lastly, our algorithm expects that targets needing QBX-based evaluation have been associated to expansion centers according to the algorithm in Section 6 of [46] .
Unless otherwise noted, we make the same parameter choices as that contribution, concerning, e.g., center placement (cf. also Section 2.2.2) and oversampling.
Tree and Interaction Lists
The inputs to our algorithm give rise to a variety of entities in the plane, specifically source quadrature nodes, QBX centers, and target points not needing QBX-based evaluation. We will refer to these generically as 'particles'. We disregard target points requiring QBX-based potential evaluation at this stage because their potential evaluation needs can be met simply by evaluating the local expansion that was obtained at the end of the algorithm at the target's associated QBX center.
Our algorithm is based on a quadtree whose axis-aligned root box includes all these particles as well as all the entirety of each placed expansion disk. Each box (even a non-leaf box) may 'own' a subset of particles. The quadtree is formed by repeatedly subdividing boxes, starting with the root box. A box is subdivided if it owns more than n max particles eligible to be owned by its child boxes. If a QBX disk does not fully fit within the target confinement region (see below) of the subdivided box, it is not eligible to be owned by the child box, and its center remains owned by the parent box.
Notation
In the context of the quadtree described above, we introduce the following notation: We will use B ∞ (r, c) to denote the closed ∞ ball (i.e., square) of radius r centered at c. Let b be a box in the quadtree. We will use |b| to denote the radius of b (i.e., half its width). The target confinement region ('TCR', also TCR(b)) of a box b with center c is B ∞ (|b|(1 + t f ), c), where t f is the target confinement factor ('TCF'). We assume 0 ≤ t f < 1. A typical value is t f = 0.9 (cf. Theorem 7).
The Definition 1 (Adequate separation relation, ≺). We define a relation ≺ on the set of boxes and target confinement regions, with a ≺ b read as 'a is adequately separated from b, relative to the size of a'.
We write a ≺ b for boxes a and b if the ∞ distance between a and b is at least 2|a|, i.e. the ∞ distance between the centers of a and b is at least 3|a| + |b|.
We write a ≺ TCR(b) for boxes a and b if the ∞ distance between a and TCR(b) is at least 2|a|, i.e. the ∞ distance between the centers of a and b is at least 3|a| + |b|(1 + t f ).
We write TCR(a) ≺ b for boxes a and b if the ∞ distance between TCR(a) and b is at least 2|a|(1 + t f ), i.e. the ∞ distance between the centers of a and b is at least 3|a|(1 + t f ) + |b|.
Because the size of the TCR is proportional to the box size, Parent(a) ≺ b implies a ≺ b. We refer to this property as the 'monotonicity' of '≺'.
Interaction Lists
The core function of the FMM is to convey interactions between boxes by ways of multipole and local expansions. It is common for implementations to store lists of source boxes, one per expansion/interaction type and target or target-ancestor box. These lists are called interaction lists.
Roughly, the FMM proceeds by obtaining multipole expansions of the sources in each box, propagating them upwards in the tree (towards larger boxes), then using multipole-to-local translation to convert those to local expansions where allowable. These local expansions are then propagated down the tree and evaluated, yielding an approximation of the far field of the box. The near field is evaluated directly, completing the evaluation of the potential from all source boxes at each target box. In adaptive trees (like ours), it cannot be assumed that all subtrees have the same number of levels; additional interaction lists were introduced in [11] to deal with the arising special cases.
We motivate and define the interaction lists used in our implementation in this section. Building on these, a precise, step-by-step statement of our version of the FMM can be found in Section 4.4. For a target or target-ancestor box b, the interaction lists
are sets of boxes defined as follows:
List 1 (U b ) enumerates interactions from boxes adjacent to b for which no acceleration scheme is used. This includes the interaction of the box with itself and, since target boxes can be non-leaf boxes, also interactions with b's descendants. List 3 (W b ) enumerates interactions between non-adjacent, not 2-well-separated sources/target box pairs in which the target box b is too large (considering its separation) to receive the contribution of the source box through multipole-to-local translation. These interactions are typically conveyed through evaluation of the source box's multipole expansion and are implied to cover any children of the source box. Of the descendants of the 2-colleagues of b, the boxes of List 3 are the first ones to become non-adjacent to b as one descends the tree towards the leaves. List 4 (X b ) enumerates interactions between non-adjacent, not 2-well-separated source/target box pairs in which the source/leaf box d is too large (considering its separation) to transmit its contribution to the target box b through multipole-to-local translation. These interactions are typically conveyed through formation of a local expansions from the source box's sources. Since this local expansion can then participate in the downward propagation, the interaction from d does not also need to be conveyed to b's children by way of List 4. List 4 consists of non-adjacent 2-colleagues of b or 2-colleagues of its ancestors. Again, X b specifies no relationship of its constituent boxes to b's TCR. As a result, X b never occurs explicitly in our algorithm. We merely use X b as a stepping stone to define two sub-lists, X . Conversely, if d ∈ X b while not meeting the separation requirement, it will need to be added to List 4 close of b and its descendants down to the level at which it meets the requirement, at which point its contribution enters the downward propagation. . We make use of this possibility in Section 4.6.
Formal Statement of the Algorithm
We use the following notation: P near b (t) denotes the potential at a target point t due to all sources in 
Algorithm: GIGAQBX Fast Multipole Method
Require: The maximum number of FMM targets/sources nmax per box for quadtree refinement and a target confinement factor t f are chosen. Require: Based on the precision ε to be achieved, a QBX order pQBX, an FMM order pFMM, and an oversampled quadrature node count p quad are chosen in accordance with Section 4.1. Require: The input geometry and targets are preprocessed according to Section 4.2. Ensure: An accurate approximation to the potential S(µ) at all target points is computed.
Stage 1: Build tree
Create a quadtree on the computational domain containing all sources, targets, and expansion centers. repeat Subdivide each box containing more than nmax particles into four children, pruning any empty child boxes. If an expansion center cannot be placed in a child box with target confinement factor t f due to its radius, it remains in the parent box. until each box can no longer be subdivided or an iteration produced only empty child boxes (t), the contribution due to the interactions from U b to t. end for (t) to obtain the QBX local expansion at t. end for 
Accuracy of the Computed Potential
Section 3 contains the information necessary to derive an accuracy estimate for the GIGAQBX FMM. The interaction lists are designed so that each interaction mediated through them has a provable convergence factor. As we shall see in the next theorem, only the List 2 convergence factor depends on t f , and the convergence factor for Lists 3 and 4 far is fixed at √ 2/3. Thus, the overall accuracy of the GIGAQBX FMM is primarily determined by the choice of t f .
Theorem 7. Fix a target confinement factor 0 ≤ t f < 6 − 2 √ 2 and define α = (t f + √ 2)/(6 − √ 2) < 1. There exists a constant C such that for every target point
, where G pFMM [·] denotes approximation by the GIGAQBX FMM of order p FMM and
with the {w i } the quadrature weights and the {y i } ⊂ Γ the quadrature nodes. In particular, for t f ≤ 3−3/ √ 2 ≈ 0.87, we obtain
C is independent of µ, t f , p QBX , p FMM , p quad , and of the curve Γ and its discretization.
Proof. The proof of the statement results from applying the error estimates of Section 3 to the geometric situations resulting from the definitions of the interaction lists in Section 4.3. We fix a target point x. Without loss of generality, we assume that x is associated with a QBX center. Let c be the QBX center associated with x. Every source point y i contributing to the summation (6) interactions incurs an error of at most
See Figure 11 and Lemma 3. For L interactions incurs an error of at most
See Figure 12 and Lemma 4. The contribution from all V b interactions incurs an error of at most
See Figure 9 and Lemma 5. Figures 9, 11 , and 12 reinterpret the convergence factor geometrically in terms of ratios involving distances to sources and distances to targets. These are equivalent to the definitions of the convergence factors encountered in Lemmas 3, 4, and 5. Combining the estimates above yields the final error estimate.
The analysis in Section 3 that leads to the bound in Theorem 7 is not sharp due to various mathematical simplifications, as we will see in Section 5. Techniques similar to the ones of [42] may lead to sharper bounds.
Complexity
The purpose of this section is demonstrate that the GIGAQBX algorithm has a running time that is, roughly speaking, linear in the size of the input, assuming, roughly, that the number of sources within a neighborhood of each QBX disk is constant. Let S be a set of source points with N S = |S| (as obtained from the discretization of a curve Γ in accordance with Section 2), and let C be a set of expansion centers with N C = |C|. Let N = N S + N C . Let the quadtree have N B boxes and L levels.
As a simplifying assumption, we restrict the complexity analysis to the case that set of targets at which the potential is to be evaluated are covered by QBX expansion disks, or in other words, we eliminate from consideration any targets whose potential can be evaluated through the conventional FMM algorithm without the use of QBX expansions. We provide worst case running time bounds that apply to all particle distributions (although they do not imply linear complexity for all particle distributions). In particular, we do not attempt to obtain tight bounds on the leading constant terms from the complexity analysis. To complement the theoretical analysis with a more precise cost of each stage of the algorithm, we offer an empirical cost model in Section 5.2.2.
From the standpoint of complexity analysis, perhaps the most significant difference between a point FMM and the GIGAQBX FMM is that in the GIGAQBX algorithm it is no longer the case that there always are at most n max particles per box. For the point FMM, this feature allows for bounding the number of near-neighborhood interactions between two boxes [11] . In the GIGAQBX FMM, it is possible for any number of QBX centers to cluster inside a box in the tree due to target confinement restrictions, and so another technique is needed to count the near-neighbor interactions.
Because it cannot be relied that there are at most n max centers per box, our analysis takes into account whether a QBX center is suspended in an upper level of the tree or not. A QBX center that is owned by a leaf box and could be owned by a hypothetical child of the leaf box is called leaf-settled. A QBX center that is not leaf-settled is called suspended. There are never more than n max leaf-settled QBX centers in a box. For suspended centers, we make use of Proposition 9 below, which relates the size of the 'near neighborhood' of a suspended center to the size of the near neighborhood of its owner box.
A summary of the complexity results for each stage is given in Table 2 . The rest of this section provides the details of this complexity analysis. We provide our complexity analysis in terms of 'modeled floating point operations'. This means that while we include constants throughout, depending on interpretation, these constants may omit a flop-related constant factor independent of problem parameters when we felt that no information was gained from including it for added realism. For instance, we model the cost of evaluating an expansion of order p as p, when more realistic operation counts might range from 2p + 1 if multiplications and additions are counted, to p + 1 if a fused-multiply-add operation is assumed, to yet different counts if the computation of powers is taken into account.
Near Neighborhoods of Suspended QBX Centers
We start with the following basic observation about suspended QBX centers. Proof. Because c is suspended, c cannot be placed in any (hypothetical) child of b c because it will not fit in the target confinement region. Since a child has radius 1 2 |b c |, it follows that r c > t f 2 |b c |. This situation is illustrated in Figure 10 .
Regardless of where c is located in b c , B ∞ (c, 4|b c |) must contain the 1-near neighborhood of b c . The claim follows since
Based on this proposition, we define the following parameter. Consider the input to the GIGAQBX algorithm, with a set of centers C and a set of sources S. Then M C is defined as
where r c denotes the radius of the center c. In other words, M C is the average number of sources that intersect with a square of radius
r c surrounding a QBX center c. The running time of GIGAQBX algorithm depends non-trivially on the particle distribution in the tree. However, M C is a geometry dependent parameter that is independent of the tree structure, and can be used to provide a worst case bound on the 1-near neighborhood interaction cost for a suspended center. Moreover, if the geometry is smooth and refined in such a way that the panel sizes are locally uniform, M C will not depend on the total number of particles. We give some values of M C for actual geometries in Section 5.
The main utility of M C is in the following proposition.
Proposition 9. The number of source-center pairs (s, c) ∈ S × C, such that c is a suspended center and s is in the 1-near neighborhood of the box that owns c, is at most N C M C .
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 8 and the definition of M C .
Detailed Complexity Analysis
In this section, we will use b x to refer to the box that owns particle x and B to refer to the set of boxes in the quadtree. Proof. Each such leaf box can be mapped injectively to b or one of the 8 colleagues of b it contains.
Lemma 11. The amount of work done in Stage 3 (direct evaluation of the potential from List 1 source boxes) is at most
Proof. We model the cost of all Stage 3 interactions as p QBX |U |, where U = {(s, c) ∈ S × C | b s ∈ U bc }. U may be written as the disjoint union U = U big ∪ U small where U big is the set of pairs (s, c), such that |b s | ≥ |b c |.
We bound |U big | as follows. Consider a center c. Then there are at most 9 leaf boxes larger than b c that are in or adjacent to b c , by Proposition 10. Therefore there are at most 9n max sources s such that (s, c) ∈ U big . Thus |U big | ≤ 9N C n max . Now we bound |U small |. We can group the particle-center interactions (s, c) in U small according to whether c is suspended or leaf settled. We consider these two cases separately. Suppose that c is suspended. Then any s such that (s, c) ∈ U small must be in the 1-near neighborhood of b c . By Proposition 9, the number of such (s, c) pairs is at most M C N C . Now, to consider settled centers, let s be a source. From Proposition 10, the number of leaf boxes larger than b s and adjacent to it is at most 9. Therefore there are at most 9n max leaf settled centers c such that (s, c) ∈ U small . It follows that |U small | ≤ M C N C + 9N S n max . Therefore the total cost of Stage 3 is at most 9N
Lemma 12. The amount of work done in Stage 4 (translation of multipole to local expansions) is at most
Proof. For each box b, |V b | ≤ 10 2 − 5 2 = 75 because there are at most 10 2 children of the parent of b and its 2-colleagues, and b and its 2-colleagues cannot be in V b . There are N B boxes, and each multipole to local translation has a modeled cost of p FMM 2 operations.
Lemma 13. Assume that 0 ≤ t f < 1. The amount of work done in Stage 5 (handling Lists 3 close and far) is at most
Proof. In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that, for every box b, W far b is disjoint from the 1-near neighborhood of b. In other words, for our cost analysis, we treat W b -type interactions from within the 1-near neighborhood of b as being mediated through W close b . This assumption is conservative and will not lead to an underestimation of the cost because (1) direct interactions through W close b do not subsume interactions from their children and as such are more numerous and (2) any multipole evaluation that turns out to be more expensive than direct evaluation of the interaction from that box and its children may be replaced by the latter. (In fact, this latter strategy is a viable, if minor, cost optimization. See Remark 6 for details.)
We model the cost of Stage 5 as p FMM p QBX |W far | + p QBX |W close |, where
, and
We bound |W far | first. Let c be an expansion center. By our assumption on W We handle |W close | next. Because 0 ≤ t f < 1, for every center c, every box in W close bc is contained inside the 1-neighborhood of b c . As in the proof of Lemma 11, we will consider separately the cases that the center is suspended or leaf settled. In the case that the center is suspended, Proposition 9 bounds the number of all such (s, c) pairs by M C N C . For the leaf settled case, let s be a source particle. Consider a pair (s, c) ∈ W close . Then an ancestor of b s is adjacent to b c . Since there are L levels, there are at most 8L boxes adjacent to ancestors of b s . So there are at most 8Ln max leaf settled centers c such that (s, c) ∈ W close . It follows that
Therefore the total cost of Stage 5 is at most
Remark 14. The factor of N S L in the cost estimate of Lemma 13 implies that the cost of Stage 5 of the algorithm has a worst-case dependence on the number of particles times the number of levels in the tree.
Since there are Ω(log N ) levels, this could lead to Ω(N log N ) algorithmic scaling. In practice, we have not observed this for the particle distributions we have tried and we expect Ω(N log N ) behavior to be uncommon in geometries used for layer potential evaluation. It is conceivable that a sharper analysis might be able to eliminate the factor. In fact, if we assume the quadtree to be level-restricted, i.e. if we assume that adjacent leaf boxes' levels differ by at most one, then for every leaf box b, it can be shown that |W The next theorem summarizes the contents of this section. It is useful to consider the tree build phase (Stage 1) and the evaluation phase (the remaining stages) as conceptually distinct phases of the algorithm, with their own cost analysis. In the context of solving integral equations, the tree build typically only needs to be done once, while evaluation may need to be done many times, such as in the inner iteration of an iterative method like GMRES [49] . The tree build has a straightforward cost of O(N L). The cost of the evaluation phase is more complicated to analyze.
As is the case for most adaptive point FMMs, linear running time is achievable under some set of additional assumptions on the particle distribution. For instance, in the paper [11] , the algorithm is shown to be linear-time only for particle distributions with at most |log 2 ε| levels in the tree. Unlike [11] , we choose not to make any assumptions on the number of levels of the tree. We instead establish that our algorithm (with a level-restricted quadtree) has a cost at most linear in the number of boxes N B . Under the additional assumption of N B = O(N ), cost linear in N B implies that cost is also linear in the number of particles N . This assumption is weaker than limiting the number of levels of the tree. Recent work on adaptive FMMs [43] seeks to show that the adaptive FMM has time complexity linear in the number of particles irrespective of the particle distribution, by some modification to the basic FMM algorithm. Our FMM should be amenable to these modifications should the need arise. Proof. The proof of this theorem is evident from adding up the cost of the individual stages of the algorithm as given in Table 2 . The cost of Stage 1 (the tree build phase) is immediate from the table. The cost of the remaining stages may be obtained by bounding p QBX and p FMM by O(|log ε|). The factor of L in Stage 5 may be eliminated by using a level-restricted quadtree, cf. Remark 14.
Results
In this section, we illustrate the numerical accuracy and scaling of the GIGAQBX FMM algorithm. We also perform a cost comparison of this algorithm with the prior algorithm of [46] .
The experimental setup is as follows. We use a family of test geometries, parameterized by n ∈ N, that form a 'starfish' curve γ n : [0, 1] → R 2 whose parametrization is given by γ n (t) = (1 + 0.8 sin(2πnt)) cos(2πt) sin(2πt) .
With increasing n, the starfish geometry has a larger number of more closely-spaced 'arms'. See Figure 13 for graphical renditions of some of these geometries. We make use of these geometries because we have Table 4 : Analogous data to Table 3 for the conventional QBX FMM algorithm of [46] .
empirically found them to present a demanding scenario for layer potential evaluation, with varying feature and panel sizes, close spacing of unconnected parts of the geometry, and large (and scalable) overall size. We have found these characteristics to present an adequate challenge both the accuracy and the scalability of a layer potential evaluation code in a way that is representative of smooth source geometries 'in the wild'.
Accuracy
We test the accuracy of the algorithm of this paper in a sequence of experiments. To assess accuracy, we employ Green's formula on the source geometry. Let Γ be the boundary of the domain. Let u be a harmonic function defined inside the domain and extending smoothly to the boundary. Because u extends smoothly to the boundary of the domain, the normal derivative ∂ n u at the boundary is well-defined. Then Green's formula (e.g. [35, Theorem 6.5] ) states that for x ∈ Γ,
We use the residual in Green's formula as a convenient proxy for the accuracy attained in the evaluation of the layer potential evaluation as well as the overall accuracy attainable in application problems, in particular in the context of the solution of boundary value problems. We conducted two sets of experiments in this section. The first set is summarized in Table 5 .1, which presents data to support the assertion that the residual in Green's formula is a reasonable proxy for the error in the solution of boundary value problems. In the second set of experiments, we measured the residual in the evaluation of Green's formula for a complicated geometry. We let u be the potential due to a charge located outside Γ at (2, 1). We use the FMM to approximate S(∂ n u) − D(u) and report the error in the discrete infinity norm. The error reported is the absolute error scaled by 1/ u ∞ (so that it is relative to the magnitude of u). We use the starfish curve with n = 65 and test with various combinations of QBX order p QBX and FMM order p FMM . γ 65 was discretized with 3250 Gauss-Legendre panels with 9 nodes oversampled to panels with 33 nodes (cf. Section 2.1). The curve was subsequently refined according to the refinement criteria of Section 2.2.1. Table 3 show the results of these experiments for the GIGAQBX FMM, varying p QBX across columns and p FMM across rows. The error incurred in unaccelerated QBX is shown in the first row of results. This value represents a lower bound on the accuracy of the scheme for errors of a given QBX order (as shown within a column); no error obtained with acceleration (as shown in the remaining rows) will be meaningfully smaller. Any error beyond the value in the first row is necessarily attributable to the effects of acceleration. We show table entries in bold if they do not significantly exceed the error value for unaccelerated QBX, indicating that the error contribution of FMM acceleration is negligible.
We choose the target confinement factor as t f = 0.9. For that value of t f , Theorem 7 roughly establishes u ∞ (1/2) pFMM+1 as a bound on the absolute error incurred by acceleration, neglecting a factor of (p QBX + 1) and a number of other factors that do not vary across the entries of the table. We show (1/2) pFMM+1 in the left column of the table. We find that the results support u ∞ (1/2) pFMM+1 as an asymptotic upper bound on the error, and, in turn, the assertion that the error in the potential computed via the GIGAQBX FMM is bounded simply by
consistent with (5) . In addition, we observe that the bound (23) lends itself to the simple interpretation that the additional error in the potential incurred from due to GIGAQBX FMM acceleration is asymptotically (in p FMM ) the same as the error incurred in the evaluation of a point potential in the adaptive FMM of [11] . Table 3 also allows us to assess the sharpness of the analysis underpinning Theorem 7. In the regime where the error is dominated by the contributions of FMM acceleration (the upper part of the table), we observe a match between the bound and the behavior of the error in asymptotic behavior, although concrete error values are overestimated by around two orders of magnitude. Table 4 shows an analogous set of results for the conventional QBX FMM of [46] . We find that the conventional QBX FMM is also able to match the error achieved by unaccelerated QBX, albeit at considerably higher p FMM than our scheme. The relationship between p QBX , p FMM and the error is more complicated than the simple bound of (23) . As a matter of fact, only empirical error data were shown in [46] . Most poignantly perhaps, for the conventional QBX FMM, the error contribution due to acceleration is not bounded by the FMM error incurred in a corresponding point FMM, and the error appears to degrade with increasing QBX order as p FMM is held fixed. Our scheme exhibits neither of these two issues.
The difference in behavior between the two schemes is easily explained. The proofs of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 give bounds on the error of individual expansion coefficients. Careful study shows that in a generic FMM translation operator, the higher order coefficients are approximated less accurately than the lower order coefficients, e.g. in formula (17) . While this issue in principle applies to both versions of the scheme, the additional geometric restrictions in our version mitigate the impact of this phenomenon by controlling the amplification of this error by a geometric condition.
Cost and Scalability
Having established that the accuracy of layer potentials evaluated GIGAQBX FMM can be understood with the help of easy-to-use estimates and that high levels of accuracy can be achieved, we seek to evaluate several aspects of the computational cost of our algorithm. First and foremost, we examine the scaling behavior of the scheme to large problem sizes. Next, we briefly highlight the cost-accuracy trade-off encountered. Lastly, since our scheme competes with the conventional QBX FMM, we give a cost comparison between the two approaches.
For the remainder of this section, we use the same family of 'starfish' geometries from (22) already familiar to the reader from our accuracy experiments. More specifically, for a fixed value of the 'arm count' n, we begin with the curve γ n discretized into 50n panels equispaced in the parameter domain with 9 nodes per panel, which was upsampled to 33 nodes per panel. We use values of n ranging from 5 to 65 in increments of 10. Additional refinement in accordance with Section 2.2.1 was applied if necessary. Ultimately, this family of geometries ranged in size from about 1.7 · 10 4 to about 1.4 · 10 6 particles, where by 'particle' we mean a class of entities including QBX centers, source quadrature nodes, and targets. We choose to employ this family of geometries with increasing complexity over, say, a simpler, growing grid of identical geometries because we expect the resulting scalability data to be credibly applicable to most other scenarios, including those of the growing grid.
Factors Influencing Computational Scalability
Ideally, we would like to retain linear scaling of computational cost with the size of the geometries, as measured in the number of source quadrature points. Following the discussion of Section 4.6, it is not obvious Table 5 : A comparison of relative ∞ errors attained at a set of target points in the solution of an exterior Neumann boundary value problem (3) using the integral equation (4) (top row of each segment) with errors attained in the residual of Green's formula on γ 25 (bottom row of each segment). Discretization parameters for both problem types as well as the procedure for obtaining the residual in Green's formula are as in Table 3 . Iteration counts for unpreconditioned GMRES are shown in the columns labeled '#it'. The discrete linear system used the weighting technique of [8] . To 'manufacture' a reference solution of the BVP, point potentials were evaluated originating from sources at locations 0.75[cos α i , sin α i ]
T with 'charges' randomly assigned according to a standard normal distribution. The angles α i are given by α i = π/2 + 2πi/25 (i ∈ {0, . . . , 24}). The ∞ norm of the vector of differences between the 'manufactured' potentials and the potentials from the BVP solve at the target points at locations 1.5[cos(π + α i ), sin(π + α i )]
T was computed and is shown in the table.
that such scaling necessarily occurs. Recall the definition of the model parameter M C , the main use of which is to provide a worst case bound on the number of direct interactions between source particles and suspended QBX centers. The cost of these interactions in the GIGAQBX FMM is always bounded from above by O(N C M C ), where N C is the number of centers. For worst-case particle distributions, this cost is unavoidably quadratic, because M C can be as large as N C . Linear scaling of the method will only be seen if M C does not change substantially across different-sized geometries. We expect particle distributions to which our method is applied to originate from discretizations of smooth, non-self-intersecting curves, and these are significantly more regular than an arbitrary particle distribution. Consequently it is conceivable that we will observe behavior considerably more benign than the worst case. Although M C does not depend on the tree, it is nevertheless not immediately obvious how one might derive a meaningful a-priori bound for M C for general geometries that may 'loop back' on themselves in the way that (say) the starfish geometries do, bringing QBX centers into the proximity of source geometry non-adjacent to their 'parent' geometry. To empirically determine the behavior of M C , we wrote a program that counts the number of source particles within B ∞ (8r c /t f , c) for each QBX center c. M C is the mean of these counts. Recall Proposition 8, which states that this region is a superset of the 1-near neighborhood of b c , which in turn represents the region with which a center may need to interact directly. The results are presented in Table 6 , including means and percentiles for the distribution of source particle counts.
As can be seen in the table, the distribution of particles seems to be heavy-tailed, but with a mean value (M C ) of at most 1030 particles, which does not appear be growing as the number of source particles increases. These data are consistent with the observation that M C should not depend on the number of particles for smooth geometries of adequate refinement.
Experimental Results on Scaling and Comparative Cost
In this section, we illustrate the cost of the algorithm with the help of operation counts. To give a machine-independent understanding of the computational cost of our algorithm, we modeled computational cost by attributing an operation count to each entry in the interaction lists. The cost we attributed to an entry in each type of interaction lists is summarized in Table 7 . Similarly to the approach of Section 4.6, the operation counts thus obtained are intended to roughly correspond with the number of floating point operations required. Figures 14 and 15, i .e. for a single (source box, target box) interaction list pair. p FMM = FMM order and p QBX = QBX order. ns = number of sources in the source box and nt = number of QBX centers in the target box.
We chose two FMM/QBX order pairs at which to gather this data for the GIGAQBX FMM, namely (p QBX , p FMM ) = (3, 10) and (p QBX , p FMM ) = (7, 15) . These values yield an average of roughly five and six digits of accuracy, respectively. We show modeled operation counts across a number of 'arm counts' of the 'starfish' geometries, as described. The results are shown in graphical form in Figure 14 . In addition to the cost for each type interaction list, we also show an overall operation count summing the other contributions, labeled 'all'.
The costs in Figure 14 include the performance optimization mentioned in Remark 6. Our implementation used a W far b interaction only with source boxes having a cumulative source particle count of 15 or more. In every case, the improvement in cumulative operation counts due to this optimization was no more than 1%.
Before entering into a discussion of this data, we introduce a second set of data for comparison, based on the conventional QBX FMM of [46] . We applied the same cost model to the QBX FMM in order to perform an approximate comparison of the cost of the two algorithms. In order to make the comparison meaningful, we compare the computational cost of the FMMs for achieving a similar level of accuracy on the Green's identity test (Section 5.1) with a fixed QBX order. Experiments showed that the (higher) FMM order values of (p QBX , p FMM ) = (3, 15) and (p QBX , p FMM ) = (7, 30) resulted in accuracies matching the above for the conventional QBX FMM. We show graphs of computational cost across geometry sizes analogous to the earlier ones for this data set in Figure 15 .
We have tuned the user-chosen parameters for both algorithms to minimize their cost as measured by our model. (This process is also known as 'balancing' an FMM, since it tends to balance various contributions to the cost.) The main parameter amenable to such optimization is n max , the maximum number of particles per box. We observed that n max has different impact on the performance for the two algorithms. Roughly, the GIGAQBX FMM will benefit from a smaller n max , as this can potentially decrease the number of direct interactions. In contrast, the conventional QBX FMM benefits from a larger n max . The main reason this is the case is that this reduces the number of boxes/levels in the tree, and hence the number of multipole-to-local translations. We also observed a noticeable degradation of accuracy for small n max in the conventional QBX FMM, which we believe may be related to the effect of n max on source/target separation. As a result, we found n max = 64 for the GIGAQBX FMM and n max = 128 for the conventional QBX FMM to yield near-minimal modeled cost. We used t f = 0.9 for the GIGAQBX FMM.
The linear scaling of both schemes is evident from the slope of the graphs, with one decade of geometry growth (indicated by the vertical grid lines) leading to one decade of cost growth (indicated by horizontal grid lines). As is typical for schemes based on the FMM, the overall cost is dominated by multipole-to-local translations (List 2/V b ) and direct interactions (List 1/U b ). Additionally, in the GIGAQBX FMM, List 4 close (X close b
; which consists of direct interactions just like List 1) is also a significant contributor to the cost. The overall operation counts for the two schemes are roughly comparable, with p QBX = 7 more closely matching than p QBX = 3. For p QBX = 3, the GIGAQBX FMM has on average 1.3× as many modeled operations as the QBX FMM, but for p QBX = 7, it has about 0.96× as many. In terms of actual wall times for evaluating the single layer potential, our implementation of the GIGAQBX FMM is on average 21% slower Table 7 . Here, nmax = 64 and t f = 0.9. The mean ∞ error in Green's identity across all runs, scaled by 1/ u ∞, was 4.97 × 10 −5 for p QBX = 3 and 2.97 × 10 −6 for p QBX = 7. Figure 15 : Modeled operation counts for the conventional QBX FMM of [46] for evaluating the single layer potential on a sequence of 'starfish' geometries of increasing particle count. The operations are counted according to the model presented in Table 7 . Here, nmax = 128. The mean ∞ error in Green's identity across all runs, scaled by 1/ u ∞, was 5.37 × 10 −5 for p QBX = 3 and 3.08 × 10 −6 for p QBX = 7.
than conventional QBX FMM for p QBX = 3 and 17% slower for p QBX = 7. As the QBX order increases, we expect the GIGAQBX FMM to maintain its competitiveness, particularly considering the rapid growth of the FMM orders required to maintain accuracy in the conventional QBX FMM.
Another factor worth highlighting is that the GIGAQBX FMM is composed of a larger number of simpler operations on, typically, lower-order expansions (thus with relatively short chains of dependent computations within one translation operation), while the conventional QBX FMM uses fewer higher-complexity operations to translate expansions of higher order. While, according to our results above, these costs are similar for sequential execution, we expect that the GIGAQBX FMM will be able to make better use of massively parallel computational resources.
A number of limitations of this study are evident. Both schemes stand to benefit from standard FMM optimizations that have not been applied, such as, for instance, using translation operators with asympotically improved costs [28] . Additionally, tuning for the specific hardware was was not applied when measuring the wall time. Nevertheless, the results in this section suggest that the two schemes are competitive in terms of cost.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a fast algorithm for Quadrature by Expansion for which we have also supplied analytical accuracy estimates. This algorithm is compatible with (and builds upon) previous work designed to control for truncation and quadrature error in QBX [46] . Unlike this and other work on accelerated global QBX, we are able to prove strong accuracy guarantees for our fast high order QBX scheme while retaining a cost comparable with or cheaper than previous schemes. We have demonstrated the viability of our approach through numerical experiments. Lastly, we have provided a set of sufficient conditions under which the algorithm exhibits linear scaling and also shown that in practice the algorithm scales linearly on complicated geometries.
Traditional hierarchical algorithms developed for n-body problems have considered point (i.e., zerodimensional) sources and targets. An important feature of our work is the recognition that local expansions behave like 'targets with extent' from the point of view of the accuracy of translation operators. It is possible to view this work purely in this context, removed from QBX: As a fast algorithm that permits targets with extent.
Many exciting avenues for future work open up building upon this contribution: First, the cost estimates of Section 4.6 are inherently pessimistic because they do not leverage very much information about the particle distribution. Furthermore, they are also conservative when it comes to constants. Sharpening these estimates, perhaps with a more detailed understanding of the typical particle distribution of a source curve, will help provide a better understanding of the cost of our algorithm along with ideas to reduce said cost. Another direction of work is to apply the techniques of the error analysis used in this paper in order to understand analytically the accuracy behavior for the global QBX FMM of [46] . Preliminary results along these lines are encouraging. Lastly, we are in the process of extending the FMM developed in this paper to more kernels in two and three dimensions, with the goal of providing black-box, fast, and accurate layer potential evaluation for any kernel for which FMM translation infrastructure is available.
